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Monitoring Pump Performance
Condition-Based Monitoring for Critical Assets in Water & Wastewater

CHALLENGE
Meet increased demand by limiting downtime
due to asset failure or unscheduled maintenance
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SOLUTION
Empower process experts to directly monitor 
data patterns, events, and conditions 

TrendMiner provides a self-service analytics platform, putting  
contextualized data in the hands of water process experts. 
Engineers and operators can monitor equipment status such 
as pump differential pressure for signs of fouling issues; as 
shown in the Gantt chart below. Each row represents a pump, 
and the colored boxes indicate normal operation (blue and 
green), or signs of failure (red). By setting conditional limits 
based on the desired operation zone, operators can quickly 
be alerted to an abnormal state for urgent resolution.

CHALLENGES
• Increased demand necessitates continuous 

improvement of water treatment processes

• Limited visibility to key pump conditions leads 
to equipment failure

• Reliance on data scientists to extract insights 
from operational data 

RESULTS
Direct access to plant data for day-to-day 
decision making without outside resources 

By empowering the engineers and operators with the tools to
quickly access, search, and analyze plant data, they are able
to directly answer questions relevant to their day-to-day jobs
without having to consult outside resources. The process 
experts are able to set a desired operation zone for their 
pumps and closely monitor performance for early warnings of
failure; ultimately improving efficiency, and reducing downtime
and equipment cost. 

Swan-Black   is a TrendMiner partner leveraging more than 30 years of experience with industrial 
automation solutions to provide a unique focus on advanced analytics. We strive to make the unknown 
obvious and accessible within your industrial data; driving improved, repeatable decision-making 
through accelerated time to insight.
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RESULTS
• Visualize events for multiple pumps in a 

situational awareness dashboard to show 
normal operation or signs of failure

• Timely pump maintenance resulting from 
abnormal condition signals reduces overall 
equipment cost
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The water and wastewater industry is challenged 
with meeting increased demand through continuous 
improvement and innovation of treatment processes. With 
limited visibility to asset and process data, water treatment 
professionals turn to data scientists for analysis support. 
The data experts generally lack familiarity with treatment 
processes which results in prolonged time to value and 
missed opportunities to prevent costly asset failure.


